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Spinosaurus sample chapter 
 

About 100 million years ago, what is now the Sahara Desert in Africa looked very 

different from today. Instead of being hot and dry and full of sand, there were rivers and lots of 

trees. 

 
By Lydia0730 - Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=77143974  

 

Imagine, submerged in one of the rivers is Spinosaurus aegyptiacus, a fierce predatory 

dinosaur. However, Spinosaurus is not like other carnivorous dinosaurs. This an animal that 

looks like a cross between a crocodile and Dimetrodon, a four-legged animal with a sail on its 
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back that lived millions of years before the dinosaurs. The animal is called Spinosaurus 

aegyptiacus, a fierce predatory dinosaur.  

 

Dimetrodon by DiBgd at English Wikipedia / CC BY-SA (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/)  

 

 
Adelobasileus by Nobu Tamura (http://spinops.blogspot.com) / CC BY 

(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0)  
 

Hi, I’m Adelobasileus! You may be one of my descendants. There’s a good chance I’m the 
common ancestor to all modern mammals (that includes you!), so in theory you could trace 
your great, great, great, (many, many times great) ancestors back to me. 
 
A Little About Me 
I lived about 225 million years ago, just a little before the first dinosaurs appeared. Scientists 
have only found part of my skull, and they think my skull was about 15 mm long, or a little 
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longer than the width of your thumb nail. 
 
Since I was around before even the dinosaurs, I’ll be your guide in this book. 

 

 
Carnivores, Herbivores, and Omnivores, Oh My! 
The way animals are built, such as the type of teeth they have or their body shape, determine 
what kinds of food they eat. We can then talk about animals based on what they eat. 
 
Carnivores are animals that eat animals. 
Herbivores are animals that eat plants. 
Omnivores are animals that can eat both animals and plants. 
 
You may have figured it out already—humans are omnivores. 
 
What carnivores, herbivores, and omnivores can you name? Quick, write down one of each! 
 
 

 

The long, narrow head of Spinosaurus, full of cone-shaped teeth, is perfect for grabbing 

hold of slippery prey. The body and tail are also long. Both hands end with large claws. But most 

strange of all is the massive sail on its back, formed by tall spines connected by thin skin. 

Spinosaurus is one of the largest known carnivorous dinosaurs to have lived. At between 49–52 

feet (15–16 meters) long, Spinosaurus was longer than even Tyrannosaurus rex and weighed 

anywhere between 1.5 and 6 tonnes (between about 3,306 and 13,227 pounds). That’s as heavy 

as an elephant! 
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Durbed / CC BY-SA (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0) 

 

For decades, the presence of Spinosaurus in what is now the Sahara Desert Bahariya 

Oasis in Egypt baffled scientists. How did this predator live? What did it eat? How did it manage 

to live among other carnivorous dinosaurs, such as Bahariasaurus and Carcharodontosaurus? 
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Bahariasaurus, by Ornitholestes  
www.paleo.keepfree.de / CC0 

 
Carcharodontosaurus, by Nobu Tamura 
(http://spinops.blogspot.com) / CC BY-SA 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/)  

 

The Story Behind Spinosaurus 

It all started in 1910 when Ernst Stromer, a German paleontologist, traveled to Egypt 

looking for ancient mammals. On November 18, Stromer set off on his expedition with Richard 

Markgraf, a man from Austria, after Stromer secured the necessary permits to dig.  
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Ernst Stromer, by anonymous/unknown / Public domain 

 

Stromer took very detailed notes in his journals, but he didn’t find much in his first two 

months of the expedition. In December, he got permission to travel to the Western Desert, which 

included the Bahariya Oasis. Markgraf was too ill to accompany him, so Stromer had to find 

someone else who could guide him and act as his translator. He hired a guide Mohammad 

Maslin, a dragoman or guide, who had been Stromer’s his servant on earlier expeditions. They 

made it to the desert soon after, on January 11, 1911, and . A a few days later, Stromer found 

something he did not expect: dinosaur bones. 

Stromer found three large bones, including a large claw. He wrote in his journal, 

“Apparently these are the first of Egypt’s dinosaurs and I have finally before me the layer that 
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contains land animals.” Unfortunately for Stromer, time was not on his side. Tthe desert can 

destroy exposed fossils, so he had to act fast. 

 
What is a fossil? 
A fossil is the preserved remains of a plant or animal, like my skull that scientists found. 
 
Fossils can also include things an animal left behind, such as coprolites (poop), footprints, skin 
impressions, and nests. In the case of Spinosaurus, its body was buried shortly after it died. 
Once underground, the bones of Spinosaurus were fossilized. For this example, we’ll focus on 
dinosaur fossils. 
 

 
Camarasaurus at Dinosaur National Monument, by Garret Kruger from I Know Dino 

 
In the case of Spinosaurus, its body was buried shortly after it died. Once underground, the 
bones of Spinosaurus were fossilized.  
 
Fossilization is the process of minerals replacing living cells. This creates a permanent mold of 
the bones. These Spinosaurus fossils then sat around for tens of millions of years. Eventually, a 
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combination of rain, wind, and tectonic shifts (like earthquakes) moved the fossils back to the 
surface of the earth’s surface. And then people were able to discover them. 
 
Fossils are fragile when they’re not protected from wind, water, and ice. Therefore, once on 
the surface, the fossils must be excavated, or dug up, as quickly as possible or else they start to 
fall apart.  

 

 

Take a Walk! 
Are you as excited as me to find my own fossils? Well the good news is, there are lots of 
places where you can find them. Check with your local museum to see if they offer any dig 
programs. You can also join groups like myFOSSIL to connect with paleontologists and 
students, and learn where you can go. Remember: Stay safe and don’t go digging on your 
own. Also be sure to follow all local and federal laws. 
 
Want to find dinosaurs but can’t go on a dig? No problem!  
 
Dinosaurs still live among us, as birds. All you need to do is take a walk in your neighborhood 
and observe your local birds. How many types of birds live by your house? What do they look 
like? What do they sound like? How do they behave? Write down your notes in a journal! 
 

 

Stromer returned home, to Munich, Germany, in February of 1911. For the next three 

years, Markgraf collected fossils for Stromer. Their agreement was Stromer would pay Markgraf 

for his finds, only once the fossils were safely delivered to him in Munich. But World War I 

broke out in 1914, and authorities in Egypt did not trust Germans. Stromer didn’t tell Markgraf 

to stop excavating until April 1914, just before World War I broke out. By then, the authorities in 

Egypt did not trust Germans. They refused to ship Markgraf’s fossils to Munich.  
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Richard Markgraf, public domain photo 

In 1916, Markgraf died, and his widow begged Stromer for help. Stromer managed to get 

the Geological Survey of Egypt to pay Markgraf’s wife, and they secured his 12 cases of fossils 

for safekeeping. But because of the war Stromer didn’t see his fossils until 1922. By then, they 

had been unpacked, repacked, and damaged while on their way to Munich. 

Luckily for Stromer, Markgraf had found a dinosaur during his digs  what is now known 

as Spinosaurus in 1912, which and Stromer officially named Spinosaurus and described the 

dinosaur in 1915. The dinousaur’s full name was, Spinosaurus aegyptiacus, which means 

“Egyptian spine lizard.” The genus name, Spinosaurus, comes from the animal’s tall spines on 

its back, known as neural spines. The species name, aegyptiacus, refers to the fact the fossils 

were found in Egypt. 

Stromer also described a set of fossils that he dubbed “Spinosaurus B.” He thought it was 

a second species of Spinosaurus, but he didn’t feel he had enough fossil material to officially 

name the second species. 

 
Why do we need genus and species names? 
You’re probably familiar with many dinosaur genera: Brontosaurus, Stegosaurus, Triceratops. 
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Scientists named these genera based on common unique characteristics found in their fossils. 
Examples include the frills on its head or the plates on its back. 
 
You’re probably also familiar with one famous dinosaur that goes by two names: 
Tyrannosaurus rex. In this case, Tyrannosaurus is the genus name and rex is the species name. 
Scientists name species based on their ability to mate. 
 
Think about dogs (Canus lupis familiaris), such as golden retrievers and corgis. They can mate 
with each other, but they would not be able to successfully mate with Canis adustus, the side-
striped jackal that lives in Central and southern Africa (Canis adjustus). 
 

 
Golden retriever, by Dirk 
Vorderstraße / CC BY 
(https://creativecommons.org/licen
ses/by/3.0)  

 
Corgi, by Pmuths1956 / CC BY-
SA 
(https://creativecommons.org/licen
ses/by-sa/3.0)  

 
Side-striped jackal, by [2] / CC 
BY-SA 
(https://creativecommons.org/licen
ses/by-sa/3.0)  

 
Paleontologists cannot tell if individual dinosaurs could mate. Because of this, some 
paleontologists prefer to split out newly discovered dinosaurs into their own genus. (I like to 
call them splitters!) Other paleontologists prefer to lump similar dinosaurs together as the same 
genus but with different species names. (I call those paleontologists lumpers!) 

 

In 1930, Stromer became the head of the Bavarian State Collection of Paleontology and 

Historical Geology in Munich, Germany. He displayed a skeletal reconstruction of Spinosaurus 

at his museum. However, by World War II, the Nazi Party in Germany had taken over the 

museum. Stromer was against the Nazis, and was not able to convince the museum to move its 

collections to a safe place. 

In 1944, the United Kingdom’s Royal Air Force attacked Munich. They dropped more 

than 200 bombs, setting fire to the city. Stromer’s museum caught fire. All his fossils, including 
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the original Spinosaurus fossils, known as the holotype, were destroyed. All that was left were 

Stromer’s notes, and two photographs of the mounted Spinosaurus skeleton. 

  In 1995, Stromer’s son Wolfgang donated his father’s archives, including the two 

Spinosaurus photographs, to the Paleontological State Collection of Munich. The same year, 

more Spinosaurus fossils were found. These fossils came from the Kem Kem beds, a set of two 

geological formations in Morocco.  

Geological formations are thick layers of rock that can help scientists figure out the age 

of the fossils found in the rock. The Kem Kem beds are near the border to Algeria and thousands 

of miles west of Egypt and the original Spinosaurus fossils. 

 
Map of the Kem Kem beds, by Nizar Ibrahim, Paul C. Sereno, David J. Varricchio, David M. Martill, Didier B. 
Dutheil, David M. Unwin, Lahssen Baidder, Hans C. E. Larsson, Samir Zouhri, Abdelhadi Kaoukaya / CC BY 

(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0)  
Based on these finds, paleontologist Dale Russell named two new dinosaurs in 1996. The 

first was a second species of Spinosaurus: Spinosaurus maroccanus. Russell said that the neck 

bones of Spinosaurus maroccanus were longer than the neck bones of Spinosaurus aegyptiacus. 
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The second was Sigilmassasaurus brevicollis. Russell believed Sigilmassasaurus was the same 

as Stromer’s “Spinosaurus B.” 

Almost 20 years later, scientists started questioning if these two dinosaurs really were 

different enough to be considered their own genera and species. 

The beauty of science is that we’re always learning new things and changing our 

viewpoints. With Spinosaurus, there were a few big finds that have altered what we think we 

know about this dinosaur. The first one came in 2000. 

 
Let’s Talk About The Scientific Method 
 
The scientific method is a set of steps that help scientists learn objectively. Scientists must: 

1. Ask a question 
2. Research 
3. Come up with an hypothesis or idea 
4. Perform experiments to test that idea 
5. Collect and analyze data 
6. Draw conclusions, and come up with a new idea 

 
The key is that the hypothesis must be something that can be tested, and proven false. After 
enough experiments, scientists can look at all the data and come to an agreement on what it 
means. Then, based on that agreement, they can ask a new question. 

 

Joshua Smith and Jennifer Smith, both doctoral students at the University of 

Pennsylvania, traveled to Egypt on a five-week trip. Jennifer was studying the geology of the 

Bahariya Oasis, and Joshua wanted to spend time knew that during the trip they would be near 

where Ernst Stromer had dug for dinosaurs. He negotiated spending three days of the five weeks 

searching for Stromer’s dig sites. 
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On his first day, Joshua got very lucky and found Gebel el Dist, a hill that marked the 

Bahariya Formation. He found many bones, and knew he needed to come back for a longer 

period of time to dig them up, or excavate, them.  

 
Gebel el Dist, in the Bahariya Oasis, by Ahmedherz / CC BY-SA (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0)  

 Joshua got lucky again, when his friend and fellow student R. Scott Winters, a partner in 

a film production company, agreed to help him. In exchange for making a documentary about 

Ernst Stromer and Joshua’s team’s experiences, Joshua received $50,000 to dig for bones in 

Egypt. Joshua had a team of 21 people, including the film crew. They spent six weeks in the 

Sahara Desert. They were the only ones allowed to dig in the Bahariya Oasis for five years. 
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Sahara Desert satellite image, public domain 

 

The team arrived in Egypt on January 11, 2000, 89 years after Ernst Stromer. They found 

at least one of Stromer’s original dig sites. Some of the fossils were wrapped in burlap, to protect 

them. In one case, they found a piece of newspaper with German writing on it. 

They also found a giant dinosaur: a titanosaur estimated to be 85 feet, or 26 meters, long. 

That’s almost twice as long as a bus! Titanosaurs ate plants and are known for: 

● being large,  

● walking on four legs, and  

● having long necks and long tails.  

The team named their titanosaur Paralititan, which means “tidal giant.” 
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Paralititan, by Dmitry Bogdanov / CC BY (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0)  

 

When the team was done excavating, Joshua and fellow paleontologist Matthew 

Lamanna flew to Munich, to look for more evidence from Stromer that would help them in 

future excavations. They struck gold. Thanks to Wolfgang’s donation to the Paleontological 

State Collection of Munich, Joshua and Matthew found all of Stromer’s detailed journals and 

two photographs of Spinosaurus. Both photographs were taken when Spinosaurus was on 

display in the museum, before it was destroyed in the fire.  
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Reproduction of Stromer’s Spinosaurus display, by Ryan Somma from Occoquan, USA / CC BY 

(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0)  
 

This helped shed some light on what paleontologists knew about Spinosaurus, but a big 

question still remained. Why were more predatory dinosaurs than herbivorous dinosaurs found in 

Egypt? The mystery is known as Stromer’s Riddle. It was unclear how all these predators lived 

alongside each other, if there wasn’t much prey to eat. 

It wouldn’t be until 2014, and then 2020, when paleontologist Nizar Ibrahim went on his 

Spinosaurus adventure, that Stromer’s riddle was solved. 

In 2008, paleontologist Ibrahim Nizar Ibrahim began trying to solve Stromer’s Riddle. 

Ibrahim was hunting for fossils in Morocco. In the town of Erfoud, in the Sahara Desert, he met 

a man who showed him some rare bones in a cardboard box. Ibrahim bought the box of fossils. 

The next year, paleontologist Cristiano Dal Sasso invited him to the Natural History Museum in 

Milan, Italy, to see something special. 
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Dal Sasso showed Ibrahim a collection of more than 60 bone fragments the museum had 

recently acquired. The fragments included neural spines, parts of the skull, leg bones, foot bones, 

and more.  

Ibrahim examined the fossils, and noticed something interesting. The spine bones had an 

unusual pattern of lines, possibly from fossilized traces of blood vessels. Ibrahim remembered 

seeing that same pattern on the rare bones he had bought in Morocco. He had an idea: he would 

go back to Morocco to find the man, and learn where exactly the Spinosaurus fossils came from. 

But first, he sent the fossils to Chicago, so they could be studied at paleontologist Paul Sereno’s 

lab. 

Paleontologists value information about the locality, or where the fossils are dug up, as 

much as the fossils themselves. Knowing this information tells scientists about a dinosaur’s 

environment, including the plants and animals that lived with the dinosaur. 

In Morocco, people are allowed to dig for fossils, and sell any that are common, such as 

dinosaur teeth. However, it is illegal to move any rare fossils, like a Spinosaurus skeleton, out of 

the country. 

Fossil diggers in Morocco play a very important role. They often work in dangerous 

conditions, breathing in dust and avoiding falling rocks. Their work allows paleontologists to 

learn about dinosaurs they would be unable to find themselves. And fossil diggers depend on the 

money they make selling the bones. However, fossil diggers do not have any formal training, and 

so they tend to not write down all the details scientists want to know.  

Ibrahim knew it was a long shot locating the man in Morocco who had sold him the 

fossils in 2008. All he remembered was the man was tall, had a mustache, and wore a long, white 
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tunic. In 2013, with the help of a small team, he visited multiple villages and shops. He spoke 

with many locals, in hopes of finding this man. 

No luck. 

Then it happened. Ibrahim was back in Erfoud, sipping mint tea at a café and ready to 

give up. He only had two days left in his trip.  

A tall man, wearing white, walked past his table. Ibrahim recognized the man’s face, and 

ran after him. The man was worried he would be in trouble, because the Spinosaurus fossils he 

had found were now illegally out of the country. Ibrahim convinced the man he only wanted to 

learn where the fossils were found. Eventually, the man agreed to take Ibrahim to the dig site. 

They drove for an hour on dirt roads. Then they stopped at a mountain, and hiked for 30 

minutes. Finally, the man pointed to a hole.  

It was the dig site, and it was still full of Spinosaurus fossils. These fossils had the same 

unusual pattern as the ones now in Chicago. That meant it was likely from the same Spinosaurus 

individual.  

Ibrahim and his team went to work. They documented and analyzed the rocks and the 

landscape to determine when exactly and how Spinosaurus lived. They found mollusks, sea 

urchins, and marine animals such as coelacanths and lungfish.  

 

 
Mollusk shells, by 
Albarubescens / CC BY-
SA 
(https://creativecommons.
org/licenses/by-sa/4.0)  

 
Sea urchin, by Filip 
Maljković from Pancevo, 
Serbia / CC BY-SA 
(https://creativecommons.
org/licenses/by-sa/2.0)  

 
Coelacanth, by Nkansah 
Rexford / CC BY-SA 
(https://creativecommons.
org/licenses/by-sa/3.0)  

 
Lungfish, by George 
Berninger Jr. / CC BY-SA 
(https://creativecommons.
org/licenses/by-sa/4.0)  
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Could this be the answer to Stromer’s Riddle? Now there was proof of marine life. It 

seemed probable that Spinosaurus would have eaten fish. If that were true, all the predatory 

dinosaurs would be filling different ecological niches, and would not have to compete for food. 

Though sometimes Spinosaurus probably fought with other predators, they could live alongside 

each other. 

 
What is an ecological niche? 
An ecological niche is the role a species fills in its environment. We can see this with the many 
carnivorous animals that live in the African savanna.  
 
Lions, crocodiles, and hyenas all live near each other in the savanna but eat different types of 
food. Lions usually eat large animals they hunt on land, like zebras. Crocodiles eat mostly fish. 
And hyenas eat plants and animals. They also have powerful jaws and can crunch through 
bones. 
 

 
Lion, by Zee Hamza / CC BY-SA 
(https://creativecommons.org/licen

ses/by-sa/4.0)  

 
Crocodile, by Leigh Bedford / CC 

BY 
(https://creativecommons.org/licen

ses/by/2.0)  

 
Hyena, by Charles J Sharp / CC 

BY-SA 
(https://creativecommons.org/licen

ses/by-sa/4.0)  

 

 

 
Another Answer to Stromer’s Riddle 
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In 2016, Alfio Alessandro Chiarezza and Andrea Cau found that the predatory dinosaurs in the 
Kem Kem Beds may actually have lived at different times. Usually, when fossils are in the 
same layer of rock, it means the animals were all alive at the same time. But in this case, it’s 
possible that the bones were pushed up and down from different rock layers into the same 
layer. In geology, each rock layer represents a different period of time. Being in the same rock 
layer would make the fossils look like they all lived at the same time. But if the layers were 
mixed together, they may not have. 
 

 
Example of rock layers at Quebrada de las Conchos in Salta Province, Argentina, by rodoluca / CC BY-SA 

(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0)  

 

Building a Spinosaurus 

Ibrahim and his team scanned all the fossils they had found and made a 3D model of 

Spinosaurus. With all the new bones, they now had a 40% complete skeleton. To fill in more of 

the skeleton, the team referred to Stromer’s figures and drawings, as well as scans of close 

relatives, including the skull of Suchomimus. Now that the skeleton was more complete, and 

Ibrahim and the team decided to make it the neotype. 
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Spinosaurus reconstruction, by Mariomassone / CC BY-SA (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0) 

 

 
Holotype v. Neotype 
 
A holotype is the individual animal, or specimen, used to formally, and officially, describe a 
new species. When new fossils of a particular animal are found, scientists must compare those 
bones to the holotype.  
 
For example, say a paleontologist finds a new leg bone. The bone is large and comes from a 
rock formation known for the titanosaur Paralititan. To know for sure if it is Paralititan, the 
paleontologist must compare the new leg bone to the holotype of Paralititan. If both bones 
match, then it’s likely the new bone is part of Paralititan. 
 
A neotype is like a new holotype. In cases where the holotype has been destroyed, like with 
Spinosaurus, scientists can pick a new specimen to be the neotype. 

 

Ibrahim and others also clarified in 2020 that there was only one species of Spinosaurus: 

Spinosaurus aegyptiacus. They said both Spinosaurus moroccanus and Sigilmassaurus were 
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junior synonyms to Spinosaurus aegyptiacus. One of the reasons behind combining lumping 

them together was that any differences between individual specimens were due to what’s known 

as intraspecies variation.  

You can see examples of intraspecies variation in many places. Humans have a lot of 

individual characteristics, even though we’re all the same species. For example, some humans 

are tall, while others are short. 

 
Junior Synonyms 
A junior synonym is the name given to a genus or species that already has a name. According 
to the International Code of Zoological Nomenclature (ICZN), except in rare cases, the first 
published name is the official name. All genera and species must officially be known by the 
first name they were given. For species that end up with two or more names, the more recent 
name becomes the junior synonym, and is no longer used. 

 

Spinosaurus in the Water 

Even bigger news was when Ibrahim and his team announced that Spinosaurus was 

semiaquatic. They had a number of interesting finds, including: 

1. Spinosaurus could detect movement in the water with its snout, 

2. Its teeth were built for catching fish,  

3. It had small nostrils high on its face to make it easy to breathe while its head was 

in the water, 

4. The back legs were shorter than scientists previously thought, 

5. It had flat feet that may have been webbed, to help paddle in the water (and make 

it more difficult to walk on land), and 
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6. Its bone density was greater than other theropods, such as T. rex, to help it stay 

underwater while swimming. 

 
Individual Spinosaurus specimens swimming, by Marco Auditore and Prehistoric Minds / CC BY 

(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0)  
 

 
Never Pass Up a Good Meal 
Though Spinosaurus may have been built to eat fish, there is evidence that its close relatives, 
the spinosaurid dinosaurs, ate land animals such as pterosaurs and iguanodonts. Spinosaurus 
may have also eaten land animals if given the opportunity. Dinosaurs, like most animals, 
would never have passed up an easy meal. 
 
I know I wouldn’t! 

 

Not everyone agreed with these ideas. Some scientists argued that it was too hard to 

know that all the new fossils came from the same individual Spinosaurus specimen. Others said 

Sigilmassaurus had shorter neural spines than Spinosaurus. This would make Sigilmassasaurus 

different enough that it was not a junior synonym. 

Over the years, many scientists conducted studies around Spinosaurus and debated about 

its lifestyle. In 2015, Gimsa and others suggested the sail on Spinosaurus was like the dorsal fins 
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of a sailfish. Sailfish raise their sails when attacking prey, to help keep them stable while they go 

after fish. Unlike a sailfish, Spinosaurus could never lower its sail. But, Spinosaurus may have 

used its sail to help keep it stable while swimming. 

 
Comparison of Spinosaurus resting, sailfish with raised sail, and Spinosaurus swimming, by Gimsa et al. / CC BY 

(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0)  
 

One scientist, Donald Henderson, conducted a study in 2018 where he found Spinosaurus 

could not have hunted in deep water like Ibrahim thought. HendersonHe created 3D models of 

Spinosaurus, Baryonyx, T. rex, Allosaurus, Struthiomimus, Coelophysis, an alligator, and an 

emperor penguin to test all the animals’ ability to float in freshwater.  

He found that Spinosaurus could float too well. It wouldn’t have been able to sink or dive 

below the water. It also wouldn’t be able to stay upright in the water unless it was constantly 
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paddling. This would make swimming too difficult. Instead it was possible that Spinosaurus 

spent time on land and only in shallow water. 

In 2020, Ibrahim and a team responded after his team found more Spinosaurus bones. 

Between 2015 and 2019, Ibrahim had found more bones for the Spinosaurus neotype, including 

most of its tail. 

It turned out Spinosaurus was much weirder than everyone thought. 

 
Spinosaurus specimens, by KoprX / CC BY-SA (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0)  

 

The Spinosaurus neotype fibula, part of the lower leg, had 10 lines of arrested growth 

(LAGs). The team also estimated there were at least 5 more LAGs, but they disappeared as the 

dinosaur aged.  

LAGs are like the rings of a tree trunk, and they can give scientists a rough age of the 

dinosaur when it died. In this case, the neotype of Spinosaurus was at least 15 years old. At 15 

years, Spinosaurus wasn’t yet fully grown. There weren’t as many LAGs on the neural spines 

compared to the lower leg. This may mean the sail on Spinosaurus grew taller as it aged. 
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Tree rings, Image by Bill Kasmanfrom Pixabay 
 

But the bigger news was about its tail. Ibrahim’s team found that tThe top of the 

Spinosaurus’s tail looked different from other theropods. Dinosaurs like T. rex had long, thin 

tails,. Tbut the tail of Spinosaurus was wide and like a large fin. The tail was also flexible. Like a 

modern crocodile, Spinosaurus used its tail to propel through water. Combined with the sail and 

flexible neck, Spinosaurus could easily swim. 

 
T. rex, by Steveoc 86 / CC BY-SA 

(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0)  

 

 
Crocodile swimming, by MathKnight and Zachi 

Evenor / CC BY 
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0)  
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Paleontologists also know that where Spinosaurus lived looked a lot like the Everglades 

in Florida today. There were lots of rivers and the weather was warm and humid. 

It’s likely that Spinosaurus was a semi-aquatic dinosaur. If that’s the case, it’s the first 

non-avian dinosaur (a dinosaur that’s not a bird) we know about that spent most of its time in the 

water. There may have been others. It’s also possible Spinosaurus came on land to lay eggs, or to 

move to different rivers to fish. 

However, not all paleontologists agree about its tail. Some scientists think the thin bones 

at the end of the Spinosaurus tail made it less flexible than a crocodile’s tail. Other scientists 

think that even though Spinosaurus had a paddle-like tail that would have helped it swim, that 

doesn’t mean it chased after prey. Instead, Spinosaurus may have used its tail for other purposes. 

Because science is always changing based on new evidence, scientists have expressed that we 

still have a lot to learn about Spinosaurus. 

Spinosaurus Through the Years 

Here’s how our view of Spinosaurus has changed over time: 

1930s 1970s 2014 2020 

● Rounder skull 
● Walked on two 

legs, with its tail 
dragging 

● Hump or sail 
back 

 
By Bogdanov, modified 
by Matt Martyniuk 
(User:Dinoguy2) and 
User:FunkMonk. Jaw 
muscles taken from[1] by 
User:Steveoc_86. / CC 
BY-SA 
(https://creativecommons.
org/licenses/by-sa/4.0)  
 
● Longer skull 
● Walked on two 

 
Artwork by Joschua 
Knüppe. Article by 
Jamale Ijouiher. / CC BY 
(https://creativecommons.
org/licenses/by/4.0)  
 
● Longer skull 
● Walked on four 

legs, with short 
back legs 

● Swam a lot 
● Had a thin tail, 

 
By Mario Lanzas / CC 
BY-SA 
(https://creativecommons.
org/licenses/by-sa/4.0)  
 
● Long skull 
● Walked on all 

fours 
● Spent most of its 

time in the water, 
using its long 
neck, paddle-like 
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legs, in a more 
horizontal 
position so that 
the head was 
level with the tail 

like other 
theropods 

tail, and sail on 
its back to hunt 
fish 

 

When the movie Jurassic Park 3 came out in 2001, scientists still thought Spinosaurus looked a 

lot like the 1970s version. Though we now know Spinosaurus was not that fast or fierce on land, 

the movie did do a good job showing Spinosaurus in the water. 

Now It’s Your Turn! 

Based on what you’ve learned about Spinosaurus and T. rex, which dinosaur do you think would 
win in a battle? Draw the battle below!  
 
 

 
Fun Fact 
In real life, T. rex and Spinosaurus would never have met. Not only did they live on different 
continents, but also T. rex didn’t exist until millions of years after Spinosaurus. 

 
 


